Daisy Farm Crafts
Crochet Moss Stitch Pocket Scarf

Pattern by Sugar Joye
M AT ER IAL S
1 O'go of Caron Colorama Halo Yarn in Vanilla Frost
Crochet Hook size 7 mm
Tapestry needle, scissors, tape measure

ST IT C HE S
Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, yarn over (YO) and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops
on hook.
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PA TT E RN
Approximate Crochet Time: 6-8 hours
Chain 7 feet (84 inches) making sure you end with an even number of chains.
Tip: place a stitch marker every 50 chains to help keep track of the counting.
Moss Stitch (tap name to be taken to the video tutorial)
ROW 1: Starting in the 4th chain from hook, work 1 SC. *CH 1. Skip one chain, SC in next chain. Repeat
from * across the row, ending with 1 SC into the last CH. CH 2 and turn.
ROW 2: Starting in the first CH 1 space from previous row, work 1 SC. *CH 1, skip 1 SC, SC in next CH
1 space, repeat from * across the row, ending with 1 SC worked into the space between the final SC and
CH 2 turning chain from the previous row. CH 2 and turn.
REPEAT ROW 2 for approximately 20 rows or until the scarf is about 12 inches wide.
Cut yarn leaving at least 8 inches of tail. Secure last stitch by pulling it through the loop to create a knot
then weave in the end with a tapestry needle.
Pockets: Fold up ends 10 inches. Secure with stitch markers. Using a tapestry needle and leftover yarn,
stitch the sides together leaving a 6 to 8 inch tail at each end.
Remove stitch markers and weave in ends. I used a blanket stitch but whatever stitch you like is fine as well.

xo, Sugar Joye
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